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Distributed
generation
is
Abstractcharacterized as a form of generation that is not
directly connected to the bulk transmission grid.
It is usually connected via power electronic
devices if it is a renewable resource, in this case
in the form of a voltage source converter (VSC)
operating as an inverter (converting DC-to-AC).
The grid impedance connected to the VSC has
an influence on its stability and control
performance. By looking at the output
impedance of the VSC, the stability can be
determined in relation to the impedance of the
grid connection. A number of parameters
influence the output impedance of a VSC, one of
those being the control scheme used and the
phase-locked loop (PLL) contained within it.
Wind turbines with virtual inertia control are
coupled to power system in dynamic
characteristics, and the control input of virtual
inertia control is directly affected by the
tracking ability of phase-locked loop (PLL).
Thus, it is urgent to study the impact of
DFIG wind turbines with virtual inertia control
on power system small-signal stability
considering the effects of PLL. And then,
considering that both PLL and virtual inertia
control will affect the oscillation modes of
synchronous generators, analytical method is
used to reveal system small-signal stability
under the joint effects of the two factors
quantitatively. The smaller the PI parameters of
PLL are, the smaller the participation factor of
virtual inertia control state variables in the inter
area oscillation mode is, and the bigger the
electromechanical oscillation mode damping
ratio. MATLAB/SIMULINK Simulation results
verify the reasonableness of the established
model and the possibility that virtual inertia
control may cause system small-signal stability
to deteriorate in multi machine system.

distributed generation (DG) from intermittent
renewable energy sources (RES), such as
photovoltaics and wind. As some traditional
synchronous generators will be replaced by such
generation, power electronic converters, commonly
used in these applications to interface the grid, can
be expected to have a more significant impact on
large-scale power systems. Under such conditions,
the decrease of the systems' physical inertia and its
stabilizing effects can become a problem.
However, the advantage of generation interfaced by
power electronics is its controllability. Traditional
power generation units support power system
operation in different ways.
They provide damping of power
oscillations through their large rotating inertias,
primary frequency regulation through their
governor's droop characteristic and local control of
voltage or reactive power flow through their
excitation control. These are not intrinsic to
conventional control of RES power electronics
interfaces, which depend on the synchronization to
a stable grid frequency. However, an emerging
approach to the control of power electronic
converters has been the emulation of essential
properties of traditional power generation units, in
order to gain the equivalent functionality. Virtual
inertia is a combination of control algorithms,
RESs, ESSs, and power electronics that emulates
the inertia of a conventional power system. The
concept of virtual inertia is summarized in Figure
1. The core of the system is the virtual inertia
algorithm that presents the various energy sources
interfaced to the grid through power electronics
converters as SGs. Most modern wind turbines are
operated as variable speed wind turbines and
interfaced through back-to-back converters,
completely decoupling the inertia from the grid.
Similarly, PV systems and ESSs have a DC-DC
converter and an inverter in the front-end, and do
not contribute to the inertial response.

Index Terms— DFIG wind turbines, virtual
inertia,
phase-locked
loop,
coupling
characteristics, small-signal stability, damping
characteristics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Planning, development and operation of
electric power systems is expected to face
considerable challenges with the proliferation of
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Fig:1. Concept of virtual inertia.
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Virtual inertia systems based on
current/voltage feedback from the inverter output
generate appropriate gating signals to present these
resources as SGs from the point-of-view of the
grid. Although the basic underlying concepts are
similar among the various topologies in the
literature, the implementation is quite varied based
on the application and desired level of model
sophistication. Some topologies try to mimic the
exact behavior of the SGs through a detailed
mathematical model that represent their dynamics.
Other approaches try to simplify this by using just
the swing equation to approximate the behavior of
SGs, while others employ an approach which
makes the DG units responsive to frequency
changes in the power system. This section
discusses the various topologies that have been
proposed in literature.

Fig:2. Classification of different topologies used
for virtual inertia implementation.
Figure 2 shows a general classification of
various topologies that are available in the
literature for virtual inertia implementation. Among
the listed topologies, the synchronverter, the Ise
lab’s topology, the virtual synchronous generator
(most popular in literature from each
classification), and the droop control were selected
for a detailed description. Existing virtual inertia
control uses the system frequency as control input
to regulate the output power of wind turbines, and
system frequency is usually measured by the PLL.
Thus, it is of practical value to analyze the impact
of PLL on virtual inertial control, and the smallsignal stability of power system under the joint
influence of PLL and virtual inertial control.
Currently little literature has any touch on this
topic. In this paper, a small-signal model of
interconnected system with DFIG integration
considering the PLL and virtual inertial control is
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established first. Second, the attenuation time
constants of DFIG state variables are calculated,
and the coupling between them is revealed. And
then, take the two-machine infinite-bus system for
example, the small-signal stability of power system
under the joint effects of PLL and virtual inertial
control is analyzed using analytical method.
According to the analysis results, for DFIG wind
turbines with virtual inertial control, the impact of
the PLL on system damping characteristics is
contrary to that in wind turbines without virtual
inertial control. For DFIG wind turbines with
virtual inertial control, the PLL affects system
damping mainly by affecting the participation of
virtual inertia in the system. The smaller the PLL
PI parameters are, the smaller the participation
factor of virtual inertia control state variables in the
inter-area oscillation mode is, and the bigger the
electromechanical oscillation mode damping ratio
is, which is beneficial for system stability. Finally,
simulation tests on the IEEE four-generator twoarea system verify the reasonableness of the
established model and correctness of the analysis
results.
The phase-locked loop (PLL) is employed
in many electronic applications besides the power
grid. The PLL is widely used in other fields like
communications to phase-lock into an existing
signal and match it via its internal oscillator. The
signal generated by the PLL is then passed on to
the control system to be used for determining
signals for the switches of its associated converter.
Early PLL techniques used zero-crossing detection
for finding the phase of the corresponding signal.
However, in weak grid environments, such as the
one investigated in this research, more advanced
techniques are necessary to avoid the possibility of
multiple zero-crossings being detected in the
presence of harmonics and noise. A controller that
is observed from a stationary frame and rotating
with respect to the fundamental grid frequency
looks like it has DC variables. These variables can
be controlled with DC controllers that are advanced
and proven. These also work in such a way to
eliminate many problematic harmonics that may
have caused issues for the PLL itself.
The basic PLL structure is comprised of
three portions. These include a phase detector (PD),
loop filter (LF), and voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO). A diagram and their associated components
are shown in Figure 3.

Fig:3. Basic PLL Building Blocks.
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The phase detector compares the signal
created by the VCO and the desired signal to
determine their phase difference and outputs a
value proportional to this difference. The output is
then fed to a low-pass filter, which is usually
represented by a proportional-integrator (PI)
controller. Lastly, the value from the LF is used as
an input to the VCO to create the desired signal (in
this case, a 60Hz sine wave) to match that of the
input signal to the PLL.

III. SYSTEM MODELING
In this project, a small-signal model of
interconnected system with DFIG integration
considering the PLL and virtual inertial control is
established first. Second, the attenuation time
constants of DFIG state variables are calculated,
and the coupling between them is revealed. And
then, take the two-machine infinite-bus system for
example; the small-signal stability of power system
under the joint effects of PLL and virtual inertial
control is analyzed using analytical method.
According to the analysis results, for DFIG wind
turbines with virtual inertial control, the impact of
the PLL on system damping characteristics is
contrary to that in wind turbines without virtual
inertial control. For DFIG wind turbines with
virtual inertial control, the PLL affects system
damping mainly by affecting the participation of
virtual inertia in the system. The smaller the PLL
PI parameters are, the smaller the participation
factor of virtual inertia control state variables in the
inter-area oscillation mode is, and the bigger the
electromechanical oscillation mode damping ratio
is, which is beneficial for system stability. In stator
flux directional control, d-axis of the synchronous
rotating coordinate system is set to coincide with
the stator flux vector. In steady-state operation,
neglecting the stator resistance, the stator voltage
vector is 90° forward the stator flux vector in
phase. Due to the complexity of accurate flux
observation algorithms, wind turbines commonly
used in industry all apply the stator voltage
directional control method, thus realizing indirect
control of the stator flux. The overall picture of the
virtual inertia control, PLL and DFIG rotor side
converter is as shown in Fig.4. The typical virtual
inertia control is shown in Fig.5. When system
frequency drops, the active power reference value
at the input of the rotor inverter will increase, thus
by regulating the rotor current, the output active
power will increase. The rotor then could release
part of the kinetic energy as a dynamic support of
system frequency variation.
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Fig:4. Diagram of DFIG stator voltage vector
directional control strategy.
Suppose the type and operation state of all
the wind turbines in the wind farm are the same,
then the wind farm could be equalized to a largecapacity wind turbine, the parameters of which
could be calculated according to parameters of
single wind turbine. In this project, the equivalent
wind farm model composed of multiple DFIG wind
turbines is introduced to the multi generator power
system for small-signal analysis. For a multi
generator system with n generators, suppose that
the first n −1 are synchronous generators which
apply the four-order model, and the nth generator is
an equivalent DFIG considering PLL and virtual
inertia control. The system state equations can the
other variables characterize the coupling
relationships in different dynamic processes.
The matrix of coupling between
synchronous generator and DFIG without virtual
inertia control is zero matrix, thus the synchronous
generator system is decoupled with the wind
generator system, i.e. the state variables of wind
generator
do
not
participate
in
the
electromechanical oscillation between synchronous
generators.

Fig:5. Typical block diagram of virtual inertia
control.
This means that, in the study on smallsignal stability, whether rotor speed ωr or pitch
angle β changes, the disturbance will not pass on
from the wind turbine to DFIG itself, neither will it
affect the small-signal stability of synchronous
generators in the system. Therefore, it can be taken
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that the mechanical part and electromagnetic part
of DFIG are approximately decoupled with each
other on small signal stability. As for the other state
variables, i.e. the rotor voltage, rotor side
converter, PLL and virtual inertia control, the
coupling characteristics of them are analyzed
below according to the time constant of oscillation
mode of each variable.
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the above analysis, for DFIG wind turbines with
virtual inertia control, PLL affects the system
damping mainly by affecting the participation
degree of virtual inertia in the system oscillation
modes. In order to have a more intuitional
comparison of the effects of PLL on system smallsignal stability in DFIG wind turbines with/without
virtual inertia control, and reveal the function
mechanism of PLL in DFIG wind turbines with
virtual inertia control, simulation verification is
conducted below using the above two groups of
values for PLL PI parameters.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig:6. Diagram of four-generator two-area
system.
Take the IEEE four-generator two-area
system shown in Fig.6 for example, the inter-area
oscillation modes of the system are analyzed. G1,
G3 and G4 are synchronous generators with output
power of 700MW. G3 is the balancing machine. A
wind farm equalized by 500 DFIG wind turbines
with stator-side capacity of 1.5 MW is integrated at
Bus 2. Each wind turbine operates with
1.4MWpower output, thus the total power output of
wind farm is 700 MW. The total system load is
2734 MW. This paper is mainly focused on
analyzing the impact of DFIG integration on
system small-signal stability considering PLL and
virtual inertia control, i.e. how the integration of
DFIG (as a dynamical system) to power grid
affects the electromechanical oscillation between
synchronous generators. Thus this paper is based
on the hypothesis that the wind speed/wind farm
output power is constant. Two groups of PI
parameters are used in this paper, i.e. typical values
KP PLL = 73.6 and KI PLL = 333.3, and weak
damping values KP PLL = 0.5 and KI PLL = 17.
The setting process and performance test of the
typical values can be found in reference. According
to DFIG wind turbines without virtual inertia
control, when PLL applies typical values KP PLL =
73.6 and KI PLL = 333.3, the wind turbines do not
participate in system electromechanical oscillation
modes. When PLL applies weak damping values
KP PLL = 0.5 and KI PLL = 17, the modes
dominated by PLL are close to the frequencies of
system electromechanical oscillation modes, and
the PLL modes will be reflected in the wind power,
which will further strongly affect the system
electromechanical oscillation modes, causing
system stability to deteriorate. While according to
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Case 1: Dynamic responses of system with
different PI parameters (KPPLL = 73.6 and KIPLL
= 333.3)
Due to the introduction of virtual inertia
control, DFIG is similar to synchronous generator
in inertia characteristics, and could support system
active power within a short time after the frequency
fluctuation. It can be seen that, the bigger the PI
parameters of PLL are, the bigger the inertia
support wind turbines provide for the system is,
and the poorer the system power angle stability is.
This conclusion is consistent with the above eigen
value analysis.

Fig:7(a)

Fig:7(b)
Fig:7(a) & (b) Dynamic responses of system with
different PI parameters (KPPLL = 73.6 and KIPLL
= 333.3).
According to the variation of inter-area
oscillation damping ratio and participation factors
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with the PI parameters of PLL, it can be see that
the effects of PLL on system stability for
traditional DFIG and DFIG with virtual inertia
control are different. Traditional DFIG modifies
PLL parameters to make the PLL modes manifest
weak damping and be close to the system
electromechanical oscillation modes in frequency,
thus the PLL modes could affect system
electromechanical oscillation modes significantly.
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Case 3: Impact of PLL and Virtual Inertia
Control on System Damping Characteristics
When the PI parameters of PLL apply the
above two groups of values respectively, the
variation of inter-area oscillation mode damping
ratio with the virtual inertia is analyzed, and the
system inter-area oscillation modes obtained with
the simulation method shown in figures.

Case 2: Dynamic responses of system with
different PI parameters (KPPLL = 0.5 and KIPLL
= 17)

Fig:8(a)

Fig:8(b)
Fig:8(a) & (b) Dynamic responses of system with
different PI parameters (KPPLL = 0.5 and KIPLL
= 17).
For DFIG with virtual inertia control, PLL
affects the system damping mainly by affecting the
participation degree of virtual inertia in system
oscillation modes. The smaller the PI parameters of
PLL are, the less accurately PLL could track the
variation of system frequency, thus the weaker the
participation of virtual inertia control state variable
in system inter-area oscillation modes, and the
stronger the system stability. It can be concluded
that, as KP PLL and KI PLL increase, the
participation factor of virtual inertia control state
variable increases, while the damping ratio of interarea oscillation mode decreases. Thus it is verified
that PLL affects the system damping mainly by
affecting the participation degree of virtual inertia
in the system.
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Fig:9. Variation of inter-area oscillation mode
damping ratio with virtual inertia (KPPLL = 73.6,
KIPLL = 333.3)

Fig:10. Variation of inter-area oscillation mode
damping ratio with virtual inertia (KPPLL = 0.5,
KIPLL = 17)
It can be seen that, the results obtained
with the simulation method are close to each other.
The variation of the damping ratio of inter-area
oscillation mode with the virtual inertia is shown in
Fig. 9 & 10, where the maximum damping ratio
deviation within acceptable limits, which further
verifies the correctness of the small-signal model,
established in this project.
It can also be seen from Fig.9 & 10 that,
the variation trend of damping ratio in two cases is
the same, i.e. the damping ratio corresponding to
the inter-area oscillation mode gradually decreases
as virtual inertia control gain Kω increases.
Meanwhile, when the PI parameters of PLL apply
the weak damping values, the values of damping
ratio are bigger than when the PI parameters apply
the typical values. This is contrary to the case
without virtual inertia control.
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Case 4: Verification of the Impact of PLL on
System Small-Signal Stability

Fig:11(a)

Fig:11(b)
Fig:11(a) & (b) Variation of damping ratio with
PI parameters of PLL. (a) Typical values. (b)
Weak damping values.
It can be concluded that, as KP PLL and
KI PLL increase, the participation factor of virtual
inertia control state variable increases, while the
damping ratio of inter-area oscillation mode
decreases. Thus it is verified that PLL affects the
system damping mainly by affecting the
participation degree of virtual inertia in the system.

V. CONCLUSION
A small-signal model of interconnected
system with DFIG integration considering the PLL
and virtual inertial control is established in this
project, and the small-signal stability of power
system under the joint influence of PLL and virtual
inertial control is analyzed. The smaller the PI
parameters of PLL are, the less accurately PLL
could track system frequency variation, thus the
participation of virtual inertia control state
variables in the inter-area oscillation mode will be
weaker, which will improve system power angle
stability. Therefore, for wind turbines containing
virtual inertia, the cooperation between PLL and
virtual inertia should be taken into account when
designing the parameters of PLL. Since how
change of machine inertia affects power system
electromechanical oscillation modes is truly
complicated, the conclusions in this paper cannot
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be simply generalized to all large-scale interconnected systems and operating conditions and
the effect of mechanical inertia on system stability
needs further research in depth. However, the
research in this paper reveals that, the introduction
of DFIG virtual inertia control may to some extent
cause system small-signal stability to deteriorate,
while PLL parameters could affect the small-signal
stability by affecting the participation degree of
virtual inertia, thus the joint effect of the two
factors should be considered in the design of
control strategy and parameters.
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